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SAFETY - AN ACHILLES HEEL FOR CYCLING
The Key Facts

People are often discouraged from cycling by policies based on the false
assumption that it is dangerous. Research in Denmark has now shown that
cycling saves far more lives in the heart attacks it avoids than it loses in road
accidents to cyclists.
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It is often wrongly assumed that cycling is more dangerous than other
transport modes. It is true that cyclists more often sustain slight or moderate
injuries in traffic than motorists, but on the other hand their risk of being
killed is - in terms of traffic hours - lower than for car users.
Statistics, if wrongly interpreted, also lead to false assumptions in discussions
about cycleways. Thus numerous accidents go unrecorded by the police who
often only analyse individual consequences of accidents. Opponents of new
cycleways are quick to point to the increase in cycle accidents on them after
they are built - but new cycleways open up potential new developments. It is
important, therefore, to evaluate the effects of increased cycle use and the
relief this affords to motor traffic.
An especially strong point is the effect of cycling on health, for example in
bringing down the figures for heart attacks, A comparative study in Denmark
for 1988 shows that improved health has saved at least twelve times as many
years of life as those lost in cycle accidents. Other effects on health such as
environmental improvements were not included in the study.
If compulsory helmets are brought in, as the Australians and Americans are
considering, and as a result fewer people ride bicycles, the effects on health
will probably be less than would otherwise be expected. If compulsory
helmets are introduced in Denmark and, as estimated, only 10% fewer Danes
switch to other transport modes, the expected drop in head-injury figures
would be outweighed by the corresponding rise in the heart-attack rate alone.
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